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Abstract 

The IEEE 802.21 standard was developed for communication of 

devices in a heterogeneous environment which included greater 

support for handoffs. This paper focuses on the denial of service 

(DoS) vulnerabilities faced by such Media Independent Handover 

(MIH) networks & various effective countermeasures that can be 

deployed to prevent their impact on such heterogeneous networks. 

The use of polling mechanism coupled with real time as well as 

offline traffic analysis can keep a good number of attacks at bay. The 

use of offline traffic analysis is to use the model and compare it with a 

lighter model and see if any of the excluded features in the lighter 

model have had suspicious variations which could be a varied form of 

DoS attack or an attack that is completely new. The countermeasures 

that have been developed also allows for the increase in efficiency of 

data transfer as well as higher rates of success in handoffs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

In comparison to the past, the number of computing devices 

involved with an individual’s life has drastically increased. The 

significance of these devices and their impact on the daily life of 

individuals also increase tremendously as the size of devices 

decrease making them much more portable than it was 

previously.  

IEEE 802.21 standard was developed as a means of 

performing handoff seamlessly among multiple networks as well 

as devices as they move from one place to another. This is done 

so that a user can avail various services from a set of 

heterogeneous networks to avail the ones that they would be 

interested in [1]. Another key feature of the standard is the 

seamless handoff procedure that can be performed based on 

various user policies and interests. 

The key functions of the IEEE 802.21 also include 

considerable reduction in the consumption of power by avoiding 

unnecessary service scans when a user is actively involved in a 

typical service. The fact to be considered here is that the security 

information as well as the Quality of Service data is 

continuously passed on from one point of service to another. It 

also has built-in options to support various service provider 

policies and regulations [2]. 

A typical device on the move among multiple networks is 

defined as a Mobile Node (MN) here. It is the MN that hops on 

multiple networks for desired services. The importance phase an 

MN has to undergo before a handoff is initiated, i.e. to verify the 

QoS requirements that the new network would be able to 

support as per the application specifications and requirements. 

The second phase is to make sure that the transfer of data has 

been reliable and error-free, so that the seamless transfer to the 

next network is possible for accessing a different type of service. 

Some of the security issues that make the IEEE 802.21 

vulnerable is the reliance on IEEE 802.11 network security 

models for the safety of data transfers. Although they have been 

successful in protecting data transfers within and among 

networks to a great extent, it must be noted that there is 

significant degradation of the QoS involved as well as new 

vulnerabilities when the case of handoff is involved. 

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The basic component of MIH architecture in IEEE 802.21 

standard has been shown in Fig.1. The Mobile Node (MN) 

performs seamless handoffs, using Media Independent Handover 

(MIH) framework which are guided by the following important 

services i.e. Event Service, Command Service as well as 

Information Services [3].  They are detailed as follows: 

 Event Service is responsible for sending triggers based on

the occurrence as well as change of events in an MIH

service.

 Command Service on the other hand works on the basis

of certain pre-determined commands that are used for

making changes in the handover control procedures.

 Information services gives detailed information on the

availability of networks, their types, standard of operation

followed for service request, etc.

MIH Function is an interim layer that controls and 

coordinates the information transfer among a multitude of 

devices for the purpose of handover decision making. Media 

Independent Handoff Service Access Point (MIH_SAP) is a part 

of the MIH function that deals with initiation and subsequent 

termination of the handoff services. 

MIH_LINK_SAP is responsible for providing the interface 

between the MIHF and lower layers of the protocol stack. 

In [4], the authors present a Media Pre-authentication 

Protocol which takes care of the authorization procedure before 

a handover takes place. This is to ensure that only authorized 

parties are allowed to interact within a network. The area 

covered by the paper mainly involves point of attachment (PoA) 

as well as the final stage before leaving a network. 
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Fig.1. Basic Media Independent Handover Architecture 

In [5], the authors have described a Smooth Handoff 

Controller which is an add-on to the existing IEEE 802.21 

architectural scheme. Additional optimization algorithms are 

also used to assist the controller, thereby reducing the handoff 

latency. The authors show an average of 40% reduction in 

packet loss, thereby indicating a considerable improvement in 

achieving better Quality of Service. 

In [6], software architecture is proposed to make the process 

of handover among heterogeneous networks much smoother. 

The author focuses on a Media Independent Information Service 

architecture to save the energy consumed when mobile nodes 

(MN) scans for available services. 

In [7], the authors have used feature classification in two 

different ways, one being the basic, and the other being derived. 

The derived features are developed by applying various 

mathematical operations on to the basic features. The data set 

used is the KDDCup99.  

Examples of the basic features are timestamp, service, flag, 

protocol type, duration etc. The derived features include 

src_count determining the number of connections initiated from 

an IP address. Nowadays, most of the attacks originate from 

botnets and the attacks are also designed to include IP address 

spoofing as a means to trick the Intrusion Detection as well as 

the trace back system. 

In [8], the mechanism involves identifying specific features 

and using them in a cluster distance model to narrow down the 

suspected attack.  

The test was performed on KDDCup99 dataset. Cluster distance 

for input features are calculated, followed by grouping them into 

various clusters. The features from each cluster having a larger 

cluster distance are selected to determine the types of attack.  

The problem with the selection of the individual feature from 

each cluster is that they could portray a medium-sized attack as a 

much bigger one leading to false conclusions. 

In [9], the Euclidean distance is used in C5.0 algorithm for 

the result of each feature that ends with a decision tree. The 

features selected in the building of a decision tree are duration, 

service, protocol_type, src_bytes, dst_bytes, wrong_fragment 

etc. There is a high chance of producing biased results in this 

tree model; one feature can effectively dominate others. 

In [10], genetic algorithms and negative selection approach 

is used. Genetic algorithm follows a diverse approach of natural 

selection and evolution. The negative selection approach on the 

other hand is one, that trains a system on normal behavior of 

network and they are tested against the attack traffic to identify 

anomalies within the actual network traffic. The disadvantage of 

such a training model would be that new types of attack could 

easily pass through such a model. 

3. PROPOSED MECHANISM 

The proposed mechanism involved two main components, 

one is the polling mechanism followed by the dual level traffic 

analysis. Polling is a system of continuous checking of device 

status. A scheme of polling in various networks can ward off 

new incoming connections if the network is extremely busy of 

facing an outage.  

This can be implemented for devices that are in constant 

movement compared to devices that are at rest with respect to its 

surroundings within an IEEE 802.21 standard compatible 

network. This is because, media devices in motion, can latch on 

to newer networks if the previous network displays status codes 

for a network congestion or downtime. This prevents newer 

connections from establishing communication within a network 

that is already facing difficulties to sustain itself. It is also a 

waste of time for the user, as the network would not be able to 

provide any service during a DoS attack or congestion.  

Status code could be any single digit numerical that can be 

pre-programmed within the firmware of the device as well as in 

the network to identify various conditions of network health. 

The initial level of traffic analysis involves the development 

of a lighter model of detecting DoS using feature selection based 

on training and testing which will be performed in real time. The 

second level of training and testing involves analyzing all the 

features of the dataset available during the attack session. This 

type of analysis can only be done in offline sessions due to the 

huge amount of computation complexity involved when large 

amount of data is involved.   

The results of both types of traffic analysis could be 

compared with each other. Although lighter models have higher 

efficiency in detecting DoS attacks, the heavier ones can show if 
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any of the parameters have dominated other features leading to 

discrepancies or if other types of attack had passed under the 

shadow of DoS attack. A lighter model has been developed and 

tested in [11], which is taken as a reference for comparison and 

it shows a detection accuracy of 98.2%. The NSL-KDD dataset 

[12] which contains 24 different types of attacks was chosen as 

it would give a vivid picture about missing out on other attacks 

while focusing on a profile-centric attack. The features selected 

include the number of UDP echo packets, number of connection 

from the same source as well as same destination, number of 

ICMP echo packets etc. The results of the WEKA training and 

testing of all the 41 features within the whole dataset give us a 

result of 81.92% (~82%). 

An ANFIS [13] structure using MATLAB is also devised for 

the heavier model. The use of ANFIS is that it would consist of the 

membership functions followed by the changes produced by the 

adaptive parameters or features in our case. This would help in 

predicting various traffic models for the future attacks or even 

identify sudden changes in the various features that were not 

included in the lighter model of training and testing set. The firing 

strength is subsequently normalized leading to a unique output per 

feature. The final output would be a total of all the unique output. 

 

Fig.2. ANFIS Model Obtained For Input Features 

 

Fig.3. ICMP Flood ANFIS Model 
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Fig.4. SYN-Flood ANFIS Model 

4. CALCULATIONS 

The calculation of detection accuracy of the traffic traces that 

is categorized as normal traffic and attack traffic, the following 

equation can be used: 

 Accuracy = (TP + TN) ÷ (TP + TN + FP + FN)          (1) 

 Cost = (1–Detection Accuracy rate) + λ(False Positive Rate)(2) 

where, 

True positive (TP) = Number of the traces that have been 

correctly classified as attack traffic 

False positive (FP) = Number of traces that have been 

incorrectly classified as attack traffic 

True negative (TN) = Number of traces correctly 

categorized as normal class 

False negative (FN) = Number of traces incorrectly 

categorized as normal class. 

The differences of detection accuracy among both models 

are calculated by:  98% – 82% = 16%. 

For the development of the ANFIS model, all the numerical 

features i.e. 21 features were selected as input, as ANFIS can 

only be modeled on numerals. The corresponding model 

obtained for all the features of NSL-KDD are shown in Fig.2. 

The figure mainly consists of the following layers in sequential 

order (left to right): 

 Input 

 Input Membership Functions 

 Rules 

 Output Membership Function 

 Overall Output 

 

Fig.5. Accuracy of Detection 

Two other ANFIS models have been developed with a 

special focus on identifying the types of DoS attacks such as 

SYN Flood and ICMP flood as given in Fig.3 and Fig.4. ICMP 

flood attacks are identified by extraction of the following 

features: protocol type, Destination service, source bytes, Count, 

srv count, rerror rate, srv rerror rate, dst host same src port rate, 

dst host rerror rate, dst host srv rerror rate whereas SYN flood 

attacks are identified by flag, serror rate,  srv serror rate, same 

srv rate, diff srv rate, dst host srv count,  dst host same srv rate, 

dst host diff srv rate, dst host serror rate and dst host srv serror 

rate [14] . 
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Fig.6. Cost of Detection 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

By analyzing the differences or variations caused by the 

features that were neglected would account for the difference in 

the detection accuracy of 16%. It can also be modeled to detect 

newer types of denial of service attacks that share some 

similarity to either of the features in the basic model that has the 

whole dataset or known as the heavier model per feature. As per 

requirement, the training can also be done at different initial 

condition to develop a further rigorous mode and consider the 

lower as well as upper extremes while calculating the factor of 

error. This can significantly improve the efficiencies in detection 

of various kinds of DoS attacks.  Future work can be done by 

customizing various models of dataset for network based attacks 

and compare it with different base models as reference. 
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